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Hawaiʻi History Day Team
DIRECTOR OF YOUTH EDUCATION
Shannon Cristobal, Hawaiʻi Council for the Humanities
HAWAI‘I HISTORY DAY STATE COORDINATOR
Devin Makizuru, Hawaiʻi Council for the Humanities
FRIENDS OF HISTORY DAY LEAD VOLUNTEER & MASTER TEACHER
Dorian Langi, Hawaiʻi Council for the Humanities

HAWAI‘I HISTORY DAY CONSULTANTS
Liana Horovitz, Historian Consultant
University of Hawai‘i Maui College
Malia Lau Kong, Historian Consultant
University of Hawai‘i Windward Community College
Mark Ombrello
University of Hawai‘i Kauaʻi Community College
Mieko Matsumoto, Historian Consultant
University of Hawai‘i Honolulu Community College
Ryan Koo, Historian Consultant
University of Hawai‘i Windward Community College
Samuel Giordanengo
University of Hawai‘i Hawaiʻi Community College
Bruce Torres Fisher ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi Consultant
University of Hawaii at Hilo

If you would like a historian or our staff to visit your class, please contact the Hawai‘i Council for the
Humanities to have the Hawai‘i History Day program officer make arrangements.
This handbook has been designed to provide suggested examples of strategies and forms to use when
employing History Day in the classroom. These materials have been developed by teachers who have had
long experience with the program, but should not be considered the only approaches to be used.
Any part of this handbook may be reproduced for educational purposes.
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Mission Statement

The History Day program is designed to promote the study of history in schools and to create a higher
degree of appreciation for the value of historical thought in the students, educators, and community
members who participate. The spirit of History Day is not based upon winning and losing, but on the
encouragement of achievement, the recognition of excellence, and the positive critical evaluation of
every student participant. Judges and program officials will always be appreciative of student effort,
while encouraging academic achievement and the building of positive self-esteem. History Day entries,
like history, are evolutionary in nature. It is the goal of the program to empower students with history
habits of the mind and with research skills, critical thinking skills, and outlets for creative expression
that will enhance their academic abilities in all areas of study.

Why Do History Day?
An independent study from NHD found that history day:

Teaches...critical thinking, writing and research skills and boosts performance across all subjects.
• NHD students outperform their non-NHD peers on state standardized tests in multiple
subjects, including reading, science and math, as well as social studies.
• NHD students are better writers, who write with a purpose and real voice, and marshal solid
evidence to support their point of view.

Prepares...students for college, career, and citizenship.
• NHD students learn 21st century college- and career-ready skills. They learn to collaborate
with team members, talk to experts, manage their time and persevere.
• NHD students are critical thinkers who can digest, analyze and synthesize information

Inspires...students to do more than they ever thought they could.
These key findings come from the independent national study by the San Francisco-based firm
Rockman et al, which was released in January 2011.
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Hawai’i History Day Basics
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2023 Calendar
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2022-2023 Hybrid Fairs
As we return from the pandemic, we will transition to hybrid fairs.
Tentative Schedule:
1)
Judging:
a)
Will be online prior to the fair (Papers, Websites, Documentaries, & Exhibits)
b)
Districts: February 11–March 2
c)
State: April 2–April 14
2)

On the day of the fair:
a)
Fairs will run from 9:00 AM–1:00 PM (Tentative Schedule -See HHD Calendar)
b)
Students will do their interview with the judges in person–for ALL Categories
c)
Performances will be judged the day of the fair
d)
Project Showcases: For Papers, Websites, Documentaries, & Exhibits
e)
Community Organization Event & Lunch
f)
Final results will be announced for projects advancing to State & National Competitions

3)

Judge evaluations will be available to students via Zfairs on March 4.
a)
Except for performances who will receive their judge evaluations the Monday following their
fair.

Registration: Students may register their History Day projects beginning Monday, January 2, 2023 through
Friday, February 10, 2023 at midnight.
Required Interviews: Interviews with judges will be held at the district and state fairs. At least one member
from each project must be present.
Papers: Student essay, process paper, and annotated bibliography need to be loaded into Zfairs as one PDF.
Please bring a copy of your essay, process paper, and annotated bibliography with you to the fair
Documentary: The process paper and annotated bibliography need to be loaded into Zfairs as one PDF.
Please include a weblink to an MP4 stored in Google Drive, One Drive, Dropbox or YouTube.
Please bring a copy of your process paper and annotated bibliography with you to the fair.
Exhibits: Student exhibits, process paper and annotated bibliography need to be loaded into Zfairs as one
PDF.
Please bring a copy of your process paper and annotated bibliography with you to the fair.
Websites: All websites must be created using NHDWebcentral. Your Website 8 digit id number needs to be
placed in your Zfairs registration folder. See the NHD rulebook for website requirements see link below.
https://hihumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/NHDRuleBook2021Digital.pdf
Performance: The process paper and annotated bibliography need to be loaded into Zfairs as one PDF. The
performance will be judged at the fair. See the NHD rulebook for set up and interview instructions.
Please bring 3 copies of your process paper and annotated bibliography with you to the fair.
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Overview of Hawaiʻi History Day Fairs
Hawai‘i History Day Fairs
Optional School Fair, Districts, State and National
Optional School Hawaiʻi History Day Fair:
●
These events range from small exhibitions within individual classrooms, home-schools to
school-wide fairs. The goal here is to create recognition for the work of all participating
students and to select the qualifiers eligible to participate in the district event.
●
Check the updated yearly calendar to determine the number of entries your school can submit to
the district fairs in each category.
●
Hawai‘i History Day differs from National History Day because it does not have separate
categories for individual or groups entries in display, documentary, performance and website at
the school, district or state level.
●
Group entries are limited to no more than three students. Fairs provide students
with valuable experience on handling the judging process and information for improving their
work.
District Hawaiʻi History Day Fair:
●
District events are held in February and March. Check the yearly calendar for a current
schedule of deadlines and History Day events.
●
District fairs are composed from schools within the districts (Central, Hawai‘i, Honolulu,
Kaua‘i, Leeward, Maui, Moloka‘i and Windward) designated by the Hawai‘i State Department
of Education.
●
Private schools, charter schools and home-school projects participate in the public school
district in which they are geographically located.
●
At the district events a number of finalists will be selected in each category to move on to
Hawai‘i State History Day.
●
The number of finalists from each district is determined by the Hawai‘i History Day
coordinators and is based, in part, upon participation numbers and quality of entries.
●
Again, students are encouraged to improve upon their work prior to the State History Day.
State Hawaiʻi History Day Fair:
●
The Hawai‘i State History Day Fair is held in April. It takes place on the island of O‘ahu.
●
The top two winners in each category advance to National History Day Contest. After the
announcement of those entries additional entries eligible to attend will also be
announced.
●
Many special awards are made each year for entries in a variety of historical subject
areas. For a current list of awards see page 9.
National History Day Contest:
National History Day is held on the College Park campus of the University of Maryland, just outside
Washington, D.C. Over 4,000 students from around the country, its territories and international
schools abroad, gather for five days to present their work. In addition to the History Day event,
students have opportunities to visit the historic sites in and around Washington. The event is usually
held the second week of June. Monetary prizes, scholarships, and special awards are presented to
8
national award winners.

Categories and Divisions

In addition to the categories above, students can also submit their project in a separate ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi
category.
There are three project divisions:
●
Youth (grades 4-5)
●
Junior (grades 6-8)
●
Senior (grades 6-12)
Please note that at this time, Youth Projects and ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi projects are not eligible to be judged in
the national competition. ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi projects can compete to go to Nationals as part of a different
track, specific to ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi. Top ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi projects are showcased in national museums.
The Contest
District finalists progress to the State History Day, which is held in mid-April. First and second place
winners at this event are eligible to compete at National History Day held on the University of
Maryland Campus on Washington D.C. in June, at their own expense. Sometimes, additional entries
eligible to attend National History Day are announced. There are also special awards given for projects
in a variety of specific topics. To see the list of awards, contact our History Day office.
Note: Group entries are limited to 3 students at most
9

Hawaiʻi History Day Community
Awards
Our community awards list changes yearly. The following awards were given in our 2021-2022
Hawaiʻi History Day season. For the most current list, please contact us at
historday@hihumanities.org.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Brigham Young University, Hawaiʻi Scholarship: For an outstanding senior History Day project
Chaminade University Scholarship: For an outstanding senior History Day project
ʻA‘Ali‘i Award: For students demonstrating heart, resiliency, and dedication throughout the transformative
journey of Hawaiʻi History Day
Alexander and Baldwin Award: For an outstanding project in environmental stewardship, social justice, and
equality
Associated Chinese University Women Award: For an outstanding project in Chinese or Chinese-American
history
Barbara Peterson Bennett Award (Junior and Senior): For first place junior and senior essays
Cedric B. Cowing Memorial Award (Youth, Junior, Senior): For first-place youth, junior, and senior essays
Cedric B. Cowing Memorial Award - ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi: For first-place essays for ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi projects
Center for Oral History, University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa Award: For an outstanding project featuring oral
history
Daniel K. Inouye Institute Award: For an outstanding project in political or social leadership
Filipino American History Award: For an outstanding project in Filipino and Filipino American history
George and Marguerite Simson Biographical Research Center Award: For outstanding project in life writing
(autobiography, biography, diaries, etc.)
Hawai'i Association of School Librarians Award, with the Hawai‘i Nikkei History Editorial Board: For an
outstanding use of primary sources in a History Day project
Hawai'i Labor Heritage Council Award: For an outstanding project in labor history
Hui o Laulima Lorraine Toma Award: For an outstanding project in Okinawan history
Dr. Jojo Peter Memorial Award: Celebrating excellent projects in Micronesian and Pacific Islander history
Kamehameha Publishing Award (1st, 2nd, and 3rd Place): For First, Second, or Third Place ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi
Project
Matson Giving Award: For an outstanding project in maritime history
Pacific Tsunami Museum Award: For an outstanding project on nature in the Hawaiian Islands
Robert G. Buss Award: For a project that demonstratives outstanding creativity or imagination in thesis
argument, and/or research
Qwaves Out in the Silence Award: For an outstanding project on the history of lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, māhū, aikane, and other queer people and movements.
Wurst Family Foundation Award: For an outstanding project on the significance or impact of education in
history
Johana Wurst Award: For an outstanding project related to textiles, the fashion industry, or art and its impact
on history
Martin F. Wurst Award: For an outstanding project related to transportation or machinery and its impact on
history
Robert Douglas Memorial Award: For an outstanding project exploring the impact or relation of science to
history
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Creating a History
Day Project
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Suggested Hawaʻi History Day
Curriculum Timeline
Start
August–October
–Teacher Workshops
–State-wide Kickoffs
–Introduce History Day to
Students

September–October
–Introduction of Primary
and Secondary Resources
–Classroom Activities
–Skill Building

October–November
–Select General Topic
–Secondary Research
–Begin to Narrow Topic

November–December
–Primary Research
–Construction of Entry

December–January
–Complete entry
–Optional School Fair
–Research and improve
entry

February–March
–District Fairs
–Improve entry for State
Fair

April–May
–State History Day Fair
–Improve entry for
National History Day

June
–National History Day
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Themes and Topics

EXCITING HISTORY DAY ANNUAL THEMES
Every year National History Day frames students' research within a historical theme. The theme is chosen
for the broad application to world, national or state history and its relevance to ancient history or to the
more recent past. This year's theme is Frontiers in History: People, Places, and Ideas. The intentional
selection of the theme for National History Day is to provide an opportunity for students to push past the
view of history as mere facts and dates and drill down into historical content to develop perspective and
understanding. The NHD theme provides a focused way to increase student’s historical understanding by
Developing a lens to read history, an organizational structure that helps students place information in the
correct context and finally, the ability to see connections over time. See page 12 for sample theme sheets.

THE BEGINNING – SELECTING TOPICS
Research should begin with the students selecting a general topical area, and narrowing their topic.
In choosing a topic:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Make sure it fits the theme. Consult with your teacher or History Day coordinators.
The topic should be narrow enough to be researched thoroughly in the time available.
The topic should be significant. The students should be able to explain why it is important for
everyone to know about this topic. Topics in local history often have significance beyond their
locality. They illustrate something about the human condition in general, or are helpful to
symbolize a problem of wider significance.
To ensure a topic fits the yearly theme, answer the following question: “The topic is related to (the
theme) because ....?”
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No Ke Poʻomanaʻo me Ke Kumuhana

Resource Provided by
Kumu Māhealani Lono.

To access this resource, visit:
https://bit.ly/LaMoaukala
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Themes and Topics:
Sample Theme Sheets
Sample theme sheets. These sheets were from the 2022–2023 Theme Frontiers in History: People, Places,
and Ideas. English and ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi.

Visit our website at:

Visit our website at:

https://hihumanities.org/what-we-do/hi-history-d
ay/hawai%ca%bbi-history-day-resources/

https://hihumanities.org/what-we-do/hi-history-d
ay/%ca%bbolelo-hawai%ca%bbi/na-kumuwaiw
ai-o-na-kumu-%ca%bbolelo-hawai%ca%bbi/

to see download this sheet.

to see download this sheet.
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Koho Kumuhana

Resource Provided by
Kumu Māhealani Lono.
To access this resource, visit:

https://bit.ly/LaMoaukala
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Starting Your Research
To succeed in solving your History Day “case,” you are going to become a detective. The oldfashioned, pre-CSI kind of detective, digging for information to solve the mystery of your target event or person.
HOW TO START
Your first thought is to jump on the web and look at Wikipedia. If you do, treat Wikipedia articles
only as background. Read carefully and be cautious. Remember, no one is sure who wrote the
Wikipedia article. Did the writer have a point of view? Did they leave out information that didn’t
support that point of view? Did they add information to make the story sound better? Go to the
bottom of the article and see if sources are cited. Can you find those sources? Who wrote those
articles? When? Does the source article have sources?
Google Scholar
●
http://scholar.google.com/ lets you quick start a search of scholarly literature across topics and sources.
The search looks at materials from academic publishers, professional societies, universities and other
scholarly groups.
Hawaii State Library databases (see below).
●
A good place to start your History Day project is at your school library.
●
Libraries have online catalogs of books and serials (what librarians call magazines) so you can plan your
trip and make good use of your time. They also have databases and indices that will help you find
information on your project topic. The two major, statewide library systems in Hawai’i are the Hawai’i
State Library and the University of Hawai’i Library.
Hawai‘i State Library
●
You’ll want to know where your own neighborhood library is located.
1. At the Hawaiʻi State Library (HSL) web site http://www.librarieshawaii.org/
2. Click on Locations http://librarieshawaii.org/locations/index.htm
3. Look for your Island, then a city or place name near your house.
4. When you click on a library’s name it takes you to a page with phone number, address, and hours
for that library and a map option showing where the library is located.
5. You need a library card to check out books and use many online databases, but without a card you
can look at the catalog and you can read books inside the Library. For information about getting a
card go to http://librarieshawaii.org. You need a parent’s permission to get a library card.

Resource by: Anita Manning

Archives and online
databases are great
ways to find
information!
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Resource by: Amy Boehning
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(Historical Context)
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Idea adapted from: Amy Boehning

Pōʻaiapili

Resource Provided by
Kumu Māhealani Lono.

To access this resource, visit:
https://bit.ly/LaMoaukala
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Topic Graphic Organizer
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Resource by: Dorian Langi
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Manaʻo Hoʻokele

Resource Provided by
Kumu Māhealani Lono.
To access this resource, email:
historyday@hihumanities.org
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Primary and Secondary Sources

Primary Sources
Archival documents, manuscript collections, diaries, personal collections, and photographs are all
primary sources. So are newspaper, magazine, or journal articles of the era if they are first hand
accounts written or taken at the time of the event. A primary source is information created by the
event, or in the process of the event. The writer must be an eyewitness or participant in the event.
Secondary Sources
Books, articles, interviews, media productions or any other historical source that seek to explain and
interpret an event after the fact are all secondary sources. The writer is not an eyewitness to, or a
participant in, the event.

Collecting Sources
Information may be found in many unlikely places. The first place to start is the school or local
library. Once local sources have been exhausted and the topic narrowed, there are many ways to
gather information.
Research is like detective work. Good detectives are always looking for clues to help them answer
questions. Your History Day topic is like a mystery needing to be solved. As a historical detective
you will need to gather information and ask questions in order to draw conclusions. You may be
surprised where you find your best information. The key is to keep looking and finding new
sources of information on your topic.
Primary sources may be found in:
-- Archives
-- Museums
-- Historical societies
-- Attics/personal collections
-- Churches

-- On microfiche and microfilm in major libraries
-- Recorded oral history interviews
-- Governmental offices
-- Corporations/businesses
-- Interviews
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No Ke Kūmole Kuamua me Ke
Kūmole Kualua

Resource Provided by
Kumu Māhealani Lono.

To access this resource, email:
historyday@hihumanities.org
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Process Paper
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Avoiding Plagiarism
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Important Documents
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History Day Essay Organizer
Template
Templates, like the Essay Organizer Template below, can make the process of guiding students to write
their essay. To access this resource, email historyday@hihumanities.org
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ʻOlokeʻa

Resource Provided by
Kumu Māhealani Lono.
To access this resource, email:
historyday@hihumanities.org
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Recording(s) and edited transcripts
of interviews recorded on

Time Management Log
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National History Day Checklist
Congratulations! You did it! Remember to ensure that your project is ready…do one final check with
the checklist below. Best of Luck!!!
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Contest Information
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Entry Guidelines by Category
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Using the NHD System
The points below are just some things for your consideration, things to remember as you register
your project in the NHD ZFairs system. For more information on using the NHD system, please
contact historyday@hihumanities.org.
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Interviews and Judging
Student Interviews:
●
●

●
●

Interviews of students are approximately five minutes.
Students must be interviewed in order for their projects to be eligible for participation in
State or National History Day. At least one student of a registered project must be present for
the scheduled interview with judges.
Students should be aware of this requirement and make appropriate schedule adjustments
to avoid missing the interview.
If informed at the time registration forms are submitted, Hawai‘i History Day may be able to
schedule interviews early in the morning or closer to mid-day to help students with conflicting
activities.

Interview information & schedule:
●
●
●
●

●

●

When students register for district and/or the state fair, their interview time and place will be
sent to their teachers, one week before the contest, and placed on their nametags.
Student names and interview times are also posted outside of the rooms where their interview
will take place.
Students with research papers or displays should be outside their interview rooms or in front of
their displays at least fifteen minutes before their scheduled interviews.
Students with performance or documentary projects should be at the assigned rooms at least
thirty minutes prior to their scheduled presentations (interviews will take place immediately
following each presentation).
The timer in the room will call students five minutes before their scheduled presentations. They
will have five minutes to set up, ten minutes to give their presentation, five minutes to take
down, and five minutes for the interview.
While the interview is taking place, the next project will be setting-up.
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Interviews and Judging

Judging and run-offs:
●

●
●

●

●

●
●

At the district and state events, judge teams of two or three persons are assigned to review
entries in each format category and division (such as junior papers, senior papers, junior
displays, etc.).
Entries from each school are distributed among different judge teams.
Each judge team nominates one or two of its most qualified entries for a run-off for that
category. Students with performance or documentary projects in the run-offs must give their
presentation once more, but there will be no interviews in the run-offs for any category.
A group of run-off judges will then select the qualifiers for the state event and the first, second
and third place entries at State History Day. At the state event, Hawai‘i History Day will
announce those projects that are eligible to attend National History Day.
Hawai‘i History Day is primarily concerned about the learning of history and not the
competition among entries, the judges are asked to provide, for the benefit of each student
entrant, detailed comments about the entry.
Digitized judging forms are sent to teachers after the district and state
events to return to students.
Students who advance to the state and national events should review these comments and
are encouraged to revise their entries as may be appropriate.

Teachers should inform students that, although judges may correct spelling or grammar for an entry,
the primary judging criteria involve the historical quality of the project. Comments on grammar,
spelling and presentational quality make up only a small proportion of the final evaluation. It is also
important to remember that judges are often better able to offer constructive criticism and advice for
projects that are of relatively higher quality. Therefore, students should not consider the presence of
extensive critical comments as a negative evaluation. On the contrary, often it indicates that the
project is an exciting one that holds much promise for further historical examination and
interpretation.
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Contest Reference Documents
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Contest Evaluation Sheets
(English and ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi)
The following pages contain English and ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi version of our contest Evaluation forms.
To download these forms, visit our resource page:
https://hihumanities.org/what-we-do/hi-history-day/hawai%ca%bbi-history-day-resources/
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